
Cloud
Accelerating your NEXT… 



Join Velosio SME’s as they make sense of cloud deployments, and describe how cloud
platform technology can accelerate your business to the next level. Learn about security in
Microsoft Azure, fighting ransomware, and navigating virtual machines in Azure. Hear
about best practices for deploying workloads in Azure, as well as and testimonials from
actual cloud hosting clients. Learn how these clients benefit from cloud deployment, and
leverage Velosio cloud expertise to identify additional deployment
opportunities. Participate in the open technical Q&A session to get direct answers to your
specific questions from peers and cloud deployment SME’s.

Cloud : Accelerating your NEXT…
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Raise of Hands -



What is the Cloud -



Cloud is Integral to Business Transformation

“71% of strategic 

buyers cite scalability, cost 

and business agility as the 

most important drivers for 

using cloud services.“
– Gigaom Research

Leverage economies of 
scale and expertise

Reshape how you engage 
with customers

Drive new and more rapid 
sources of innovation
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What is Microsoft Azure -



 Security in Azure
 Multi-layered security provided by Microsoft across physical 

datacenters, infrastructure, and operations in Azure
 3,500 Cyber Security Experts
 State of the Art Global Data Centers
 Built in protection against DDoS (Distributed Denial of Service)
 Custom Hardware with Integrated Security Controls
 Real Time Threat Intelligence through Security Center
 Azure Information Protection

 Multi – Factor Authentication (MFA)
 Azure AD Connect sync from on-premise AD to Azure
 Leveraging SSO with Azure MFA



 Azure Disk Encryption -
• Generally Available in all public regions of Azure
• On the Windows and Linux virtual machines, Azure Disk 

Encryption utilizes as 256 bit encryption key



 Drive Encryption
 default encryption built in (Azure 

Data Encryption at Rest)
 RSA 2048

 SQL IaaS
 Disk
 Azure SQL
 Azure Storage
 Others in Preview from Microsoft



Data Encryption
 TDE - (Transparent Date Encryption) –

 available only on SQL Enterprise IaaS and SQL Azure
 (TDE) encrypts SQL Server, Azure SQL Database, and Azure SQL Data 

Warehouse data files, known as encrypting data at rest.  TDE performs 
real-time I/O encryption and decryption of the data and log files.



 What is Ransomware –
 Ransomware is a type of malicious software designed to block access 

(typically by encrypting the storage) to a computer system until a sum 
of money is paid.

 Built in Protection in OneDrive for Business & SharePoint Online 
 OneDrive and SharePoint Online also utilize versioning, which allow 

the user to rollback to a version of the documents before the 
Ransomware attack.



 Each offsite backup completed by Azure 
Backup is stored in an individual / isolated 
container

 Only users with valid Azure credentials are 
provided with a security PIN that enables 
the backup of data

 If any “delete backup data” operation, an 
immediate notification is initiated

 All deleted backups are stored for an 
additional 14 days

Azure backup / recovery designed to prevent leakage to offsite backups



“Real World Examples” of RECOVERY after an 
attack
 Example 

 Utilizing the Azure Backups of on-premise 
servers (both physical and/or virtual) into 
Azure and restoring the functionality of these 
business systems

 This can be done while the on-premise 
environment is investigated and/or cleaned  



Azure Data Regions (domestic & international)





Virtual Machines (scale sets / load balancers)

 Scale sets provide the ability to provision 
thousands of VM’s in minutes

 utilizing both  autoscaling and load balancing
 VM’s can also be applied across availability 

zones to protect against data center failures
 The cost of the VM’s is scaled online with the 

number of VM’s that are provisioned, including 
all availability zones and regions

 Availability Zones are a high-availability offering 
that protects your applications and data from 
datacenter failures



Virtual Networks (VPN on Premise)

 Azure Virtual Network (VNet) is the 
logical grouping and security of 
data transmissions on a physical 
network utilizing software defined 
networking

 secludes each clients data from 
being able to be accessed by 
another customer



Storage
 Blob

 Storage for unstructured data that can include 
pictures, videos, music files, documents, raw 
data, and log data

 File Share
 Meant for legacy applications. Azure VMs and 

services share their data via mounted file 
shares, while on-premise applications access the 
files using the File Service REST API

 Tables
 Preferred for tabular data, which is ideal for key-

value NoSQL data storage
 Queues

 Used to exchange messages between 
components either in the cloud or on-premise



Storage (continued)
 LRS / GRS options

 Azure storage provides the ability for 
both Locally Redundant Storage (LRS), 
Zone Redundant Storage (ZRS) and 
Globally Redundant Storage (GRS). 

 In base level storage option (LRS), there 
are 3 copies of all data stored in 
different locations of the data center 
that your service resides

 In Zone Redundant Storage, in addition 
to the 3 copies of your data that is 
stored in your primary data center, an 
additional 3 copies of your data is stored 
in another data center within the same 
region



Azure App Services (web server – scale up / 
scale out)

 Azure App Services (Web Server PaaS) can 
scale a single instance from the smallest 
“shared” instance with shared CPU and 1 GB 
of RAM all the way through Premium options 
that include 4 processors and 14 GB of RAM

 Allows clients to scale out installations, which 
allows the addition of up to 20 instance 
copies (depending on pricing tier) running at 
the same configuration behind a load 
balancer



Azure SQL
 single DB, Elastic Pool, Managed Instance
 single Azure database running on the platform, pricing is based on how 

many Database Transaction Units (DTU) and size in GB of the database
 Elastic Pool – DTU / vCore resources (CPU, RAM, storage) are shared 

across multiple databases.

Azure “Managed Instances” provides nearly 100% compatibility with the 
latest on-premise versions of SQL and utilizes vCore pricing



IoT (Internet of Things)
 Embrace the Internet of 

Things (IoT) to save money, 
create new revenue streams, 
and stay competitive

 Connect your assets with IoT 
to gain real-time insights



Logic Apps
 Allows organizations to build powerful integration solutions
 ability to create totally customized connections
 Create business processes and workflows visually



Microsoft Azure -
A client partnership story



Microsoft Azure -
A client partnership testimony -

“Our deployment to Velosio’s Microsoft Azure environment has drastically improved the performance
of our ERP system and streamlined our support experience. Prior to being on Velosio’s cloud, we were
self-hosted, which meant competing for internal IT resources… Having an ERP that works well and is
easy to support helps keep my finance team happy and productive.”

- Tom Shannon, Chief Financial Officer



Summary of Azure Services


